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noise ninja can process images of any size. it runs on all 3-1/2 x 3-1/2 floppy disk macintosh
computers, both the classic and the g3, and on all the macintosh computers capable of running

photoshop 7.0 and later. noise ninja is the most effective and productive solution for removing noise
and grain from digital photographs and scanned film images. it is a must-have tool for anyone

shooting in low-light or fast-action situations -- including news, sports, wedding, and event coverage
-- where high iso photography is required and the resulting noise compromises the image. first, take

a picture of the noise ninja calibration chart with your camera at each iso setting. you can get the
calibration chart here. it is also available in the noise ninja plug-in folder. you can take shots of a

printed chart (print does not need to be color managed) or you can take shots of the chart displayed
on your screen. make sure you take the shot out of focus so no paper dot patterns or monitor dot

patterns show up. to check for patterns look at a low iso shot at 100% magnification or greater, you
should not see any regular patterns created by the paper grain or monitor dot pattern. make sure

each shot is well exposed and that the chart fills the frame (it is ok for the gray borders of the chart
to be in the frame). first, take a picture of the noise ninja calibration chart with your camera at each
iso setting. you can get the calibration chart here. it is also available in the noise ninja application
folder. you can take shots of a printed chart (print does not need to be color managed) or you can
take shots of the chart displayed on your screen. make sure you take the shot out of focus so no

paper dot patterns or monitor dot patterns show up. to check for patterns look at a low iso shot at
100% magnification or greater, you should not see any regular patterns created by the paper grain

or monitor dot pattern.
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noise ninja does not match profiles based on only the iso
of the image. it also looks at other fields such as mega

pixels and sharpness. so for example if you have an
image that has iso 400 with no sharpening and the
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profile was iso 400 and medium sharpening the match is
not perfect and because sharpening tends to increase

noise the profile loader might instead pick a profile with
iso 350 and medium sharpening. another issue is if you
crop your images before running noise ninja the profiler

will think that they have been down sampled (which
lowers noise) and pick a profile with a lower iso. the

problem is that photoshop uses two different
mechanisms for the last filter command -- sometimes it
uses the scripting system (as though it were an action)

and sometimes it uses normal invocation (as though the
user launched the plug-in). however, there is no way for

the plug-in to detect which mechanism is being used
(more precisely, there is no way for the plug-in to

determine whether the action mechanism is being used
for an action or for the last filter command. the

photoshop developer documentation even states this.)
for most plug-ins, it doesn't make a difference, because
they behave identically under both scenarios. but noise
ninja behaves differently when it is invoked as an action

than it does when it is invoked normally (i.e. the
application of policies to determine parameter settings in

an action). in addition to that problem, if you have a
home license, every time the last filter command is used,
it translates into an action instead of a regular call to the
plug-in. noise ninja will add grid lines in this case since

action support is disabled if you don't have a pro license.
all this means is that the last filter command can't be
used reliably with noise ninja. so far we haven't been

able to figure out a fix for this. 5ec8ef588b
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